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D

oesn’t time fly! A bit like
everything that’s not tied
down as I write this (the vent
d’Autan is blowing). Spring is
here! We’re finally out of winter
although the ski season has a few more weeks
left to it, the weather’s improving so we get to
take the kids outside and let them run around
to their hearts content, flowers are flowering,
bees are buzzing, visitors are arriving, and so is
Easter! A new edition of the Time Out in The
South magazine is almost ready, and it’s time I put pen to paper (or
more accurately finger to keyboard) again.
This new edition promises to be just as good as the last, full of
opportunities to learn, this time about vineyards, acupuncture
and hidden sugars. There’s the usual reviews page, some ideas on
initiating children to music, and of course, a new controversy –
infidelity!
On Tots and Co news, we now have over 100 members! The big
subject preoccupying the committee at the moment is our second Spring Fair, and the pressure is on to make sure it’s as good as
last year’s! For those of you who weren’t here last year, the Spring
Fair is a craft fair and the main way we raise funds for Association
Dominique. We’ll be scouring the halls for volunteers, as we need
help with everything! If you can spare even just an hour, we’ll need
help staffing the café, the british food stall, the craft stall and kids
corner, and the English book stall. If you can’t help out on the day
(Saturday April 6th), you can help by contributing to the café (cakes,
quiches, everything’s welcome!).
And finally, if you can’t do any of that, turn up on the day and spend
some money! A fun day out is guaranteed, even more so for those of
you who help out on the stalls, we had great fun last year!

Catherine x
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Introducing...

Charley Sheffield

In the Spotlight

picking up the phone and saying:
“Charley, I have the Prime Minister
on line 1 for you.” I did some
maternity cover at a news agency in
Toulouse before Fred was born and
am now freelance.
What do you do in your free time?
We love skiing so can often be
found in the Pyrenees during the
winter. We take it in turns to look
after Fred while the other skis. I
enjoy reading and am a member
of a book club - we spend about
10 minutes talking about the book
and the rest gossiping and drinking
wine. I also like going to the cinema
and can’t believe my luck to have
Cinema Utopia on my doorstep in
Tournefeuille.

What brings you to Toulouse? I
would love to say that my husband
is a spy and has been sent here on
a top secret mission, but the reality
is we are here because of his job
at Airbus, like most other ex pats
it seems. We lived in the centre of
Toulouse for the first 18 months
because we wanted to make the
most of the city while we did not
have children. But we moved to
Tournefeuille just before our son
was born in October.
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Introducing...

Each issue we catch up with our members Here we speak to Charley, Katy and Ines

How long have you been here
and for how long will you stay?
We arrived on Valentine’s Day
2011. Needless to say it was not a
particularly romantic day! We are
very happy here for the moment so
do not have any plans to move.
Tell us about your family. Frederick
was born in October so is now just
four-months-old. We are loving
every minute of getting to know
his little character and he is very

tolerant when we make mistakes as
first time parents.
What did you do before
motherhood? I was a journalist and
worked as a political reporter for a
regional daily newspaper. I covered
the 2010 general election and got
to interview Gordon Brown face to
face, but I was so nervous I forgot
all my questions and had to get him
to call me back. It led to the very
surreal experience of my colleague
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What are your favourite things
about France? The people. I know
the bureaucracy can be annoying
sometimes but I find people here
to be warm, kind and friendly. I
love the way they hold onto their
traditions and take pride in their
culture. I love the cheese too.
What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences
do you find between France and
your home country? Other than
friends and family of course, I
miss pubs and real ale. I miss good
newspapers that actually hold
people to account. And I miss
drivers who actually use indicators
before they move from one lane to
another on the motorway. •
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Katy Fendall
What brings you to Toulouse?
I suppose it’s no surprise to say my
husband works for Airbus!
How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
We moved from Bristol exactly a
year ago on the 1st of March. No
real plans to head back or move
on yet. We are just starting to feel
settled after a crazy year so we’ll see.
Tell us about your family.
There’s four of us in the Fendall
house hold. My husband Nick, 10
month old Emily, our cat Loco and
me.
What did you do before
motherhood?
I was a Graphic Designer and
Internet Marketing consultant
working more than 9-5 so really
enjoying my even busier job of full
time mother and general house
sorter.
What do you do in your free time?

Currently searching for free time!
When I find some I like to take
photographs, mess about designing,
printing and sewing.
What are your favourite things
about France?
The sunshine and the mountains.
Love the cake (....a little too much!)
and our new friends.
What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences do
you find between France and your
home country?
Really miss our family and friends.
Miss Bristol a lot, the music, the
art, the food especially pies called
‘Pieminster’ if you get the chance,
go to Saint Nicks Market in Bristol
and have one. But we do go back
and it rains a lot there. I love my
coffee so the biggest noticeable
difference is not being able to get a
large coffee in the coffee shops, and
the fact France seems to shut down
on Sundays. •
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Introducing...

What’s on in and
around Toulouse?

Tots in the Spotlight...
How old are you?
Five and three quarters
Tell us about one person in your
family
Eloise – she’s very noisy. She’s two
and a half, she’s nearly three. She
likes playing with me. She’s pretty.
She likes eating vegetables and
chocolate.

Ines Haurant

What makes you happy?
To have cuddles. And to have
friends coming round. And having
lasagne for tea.
Lasagne!
What book do you like reading?
I like reading my Bob Bug book.
And the Biff and Chip books.

5 April 5 14:00
Toulouse Carnival
http://www.carnavaldetoulouse.fr/
SiteCarnaval/

Can you sing us a song?
Yes. Une souris verte, qui courait
dans l’herbe ...

5-15 April
Foire Internationale de Toulouse
http://www.foiredetoulouse.com/

When you are not at school what
do you do?
I can play with my friends, I can
do drawings, I can go on outings,
Sometimes I do painting. I go
swimming.

6 April
Tots and Co Spring Fayre
15 April

Where was your last holiday?

Do you have a favourite place or
friend?
Yes – Alice is my favourite friend.
Alice lives in England. She is
visiting me at the moment. ●
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2-13 April
Le Printemps du Rire Comedy
Festival
http://www.printempsdurire.com/
intro.php
2-19 April
C’est de la Danse Contemporaine
(It’s Contemporary Dance) Festival
http://www.cdctoulouse.com/125546-Festival-International-CDCDes-migrations-2-du-2-au-19avril-2013.php

What food do you love eating?

Skiing in the mountains. It was fun.
I got my Ourson badge.

21 March
Marc Lavoine Concert
http://www.cityvox.fr/concert_
albi/marc-lavoine_159836/lescenith_200140112/Profil-Eve

What makes you happy?

"To have cuddles. And to have
friends coming round. And having
lasagne for tea."
Spring 2013 TOT S

Festival Flamenco Toulouse
http://www.festival-flamencotoulouse.fr/
TBD
May Festival Mai la Musique
24-26 May
Le Festival de la Mixité
http://www.festicouleurs.com/
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Place du Capitol and diners

24 May- 23 June
Artist Comes First- International
Art Festival
http://www.toulouse-tourisme.com/
offre/fiche/fetes-et-manifestations/
artist-comes-first-programmationen-cours/FMAMID031V5033XB
31 May-2 June
Rendez-vous aux Jardins
http://www.culturecommunication.
gouv.fr/Regions/Drac-Centre/

Espace-presse/operationsnationales/Rendez-vous-auxJardins-2013
29 May
La Belle Histoire de l’Operette
http://www.cityvox.fr/
concert_albi/la-belle-histoirede-l-operette_391188/theatremunicipal-d-albi_65133/Profil-Eve
Laura Fox
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The Revellers

Best vineyards near you

Shazia Bhatti and family find that there’s a fun day
to be had in the foothills of les montagnes noires...

I

f you’re needing to pack the
brats in the car and drive into
the sunset, you could try the
66km drive from Toulouse to
Soreze. The abbey, L’Abbayeecole de Soreze, is set at the foot
of the Montagne Noire, and was
founded in 754 AD.
I have to admit, we drove there
to find it wasn’t open – but this
was at the start of the year, when
France was still on holiday.
Here’s the website: http://www.
abbayeecoledesoreze.com/
Not to be outsmarted by a shut
abbey, we drove into Revel, a
mere 5km from Soreze, and
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there we had the most fantastic
Italian pizza lunch I have ever
had in France. The place served
the real thing, none of this thick,
doughy emmenthal plastered
on everything. The pizzeria has
excellent reviews on the Internet
(which we had no idea about)
and is called La Toscane, at 24
Boulevard Gambetta, 31250 Revel,
France (Tel: 05 61 83 79 78)
Although there were no highchairs,
service was very friendly even
though we came bearing children.
After a heavy lunch, we drove to
the lake at Saint-Ferreol, a tiny
3.5km from Revel. The lake has

Fir0002/Flagstaffoto

Day Trip

quartz seams all along the shore,
absolutely stunning. The walk was
beautiful, following the curve of the
lake and the children were able to
climb up rocks, poke sticks at seams
of quartz and happily run around
for a few hours.
After the lake, we drove back into
Revel, where we finished off our
visit with a look at the Eglise Notre
Dame des Graces, a grand gothicstyle church founded in 1350.
Loaded in history and ambiance,
it was sufficiently empty for the
children to not provide acute
embarrassment.
Well worth a look! ●
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I

f you don’t like wine,
then you probably have
no soul. You most likely
prefer to wash down your
pork scratchings with a
good mouthful of cider, all while
guffawing at Eastenders.
That was a joke.
But seriously – living in the south
of France, it would be a shame to
not visit one of the many, many
vineyards that dot the countryside
around.
Here are the two that we always
return to, come what may:
Domaine Le Roc at 1605 Avenue
de Toulouse, Fronton http://www.
leroc-fronton.com/home.html
Domaine Le Roc is a vineyard
run by a family and friends
combination, all of whom live on
site and it would appear, make
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Shazia Bhatti
raises a glass to
the region

wine while partying endlessly.
Their wine Le Classique is served
at Tournefeuille’s Utopia cinema
restaurant, Pace Salute. A wine
of 70% negrette, 20% syrah and
10% cabernet, it is rich and
satisfying while surprisingly light.
This one must be drunk at room
temperature.
Another favourite of ours is the La
Folle Noire, 100% negrette, a dark
red wine that in wholly unusual,
fruity, spicy, delicious and unique.
They also make a rose wine, well
worth a taste.

Château Lastours, 81310 LisleSur-Tarn http://www.chateaulastours-gaillac.com/
Chateau Lastours is on the drive
to Albi, set on a grand old estate,
the likes of which you expect to see
when exploring vineyards. They
have a friendly, if enthusiastic old
dog who likes to appear whenever
we visit. Their wines are very good
and include a gorgeous oaked red
but the wines we like most of all
from here are their sparkling whites
and their exquisite, 9% alcohol
sparkling rose. Ring up if you want
that one, however, it tends to run
out early! Service is extremely
friendly here and they have a wide
range of wines to try. On top of
which, you can then lunch out in
Lisle-Sur-Tarn or drive into Gaillac.
Don’t miss out on the wine! •
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Reviews

Reviews

Kids and the City

Celia Green discovers that lunch in town can be
child’s play after all...

ZePleGraounde
Place Saint Georges,
Toulouse

S

ince moving to Toulouse
in December I had the
idea in my head that
I would carry on my
sociable lifestyle in the
same way as I always had. I dreamt
I would be spending my afternoons
in the centre of Toulouse with
friends and their babies, sipping
coffee in child friendly cafes and
generally enjoying ourselves
out and about in the bustling
atmosphere of the city centre. Alas,
this was not to be, it didn’t take me
long to discover that virtually no
Toulouse cafes have high chairs
nevermind baby change facilities
and even had a slightly nonchalant
attitude to babies. I was also
pretty annoyed to realise that my
(admittedly oversized) Quinny
pushchair wouldn’t even fit along
the narrow pavements. I started
to panic, would I have to forgo my
trips into the city centre? Would I
be forever cooped up in my house
in the suburbs?
Well, I did some frantic internet
research in the hope that SURELY
there must be somewhere for
mums and babies to hang out
with friends in the daytime, and
thankfully the answer is yes there is.
ZePleGraounde close to Place Saint
Georges is a superbly designed city
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centre cafe specifically designed for
parents with children. With two
secure play areas; one for toddlers
and one for bigger kids, a baby
playmat area with toys, a pushchair
cloakroom, more highchairs than
you could possibly need and a big
spacious baby change room with
adult loos and kiddies loos and a
wide baby changing bench, it makes
for an ideal place to take your little
ones if you’re heading into town for
shopping or sightseeing.
They serve a simple menu for
lunch and you can order a ‘formule’
or a la carte, and they have a great
selection of freshly baked cakes.
The food is not cheap admittedly,
they charge around euro 11 for a

main course of a salad or savoury
bagel so it’s worthwhile to order a
‘formule’ I have had the Summer
Vegetable Quiche and salad with
a coffee for euro 8.90 for example.
The children’s menu is 3 courses
with a starter of crudites, a main of
a carbohydrate/meat/veg combo of
your choice and then a compote or
a fromage blanc for dessert, plus a
drink for euro 8.50.
One of the highlights is the
welcome you receive from the staff
and the knowledge that however
loud or messy your child is, they
won’t bat an eyelid. The children
can run around to their hearts
content while the adults eat their
meal. It’s a really friendly, relaxed
and welcoming environment.
During the week it is really very
quiet in the daytime, so is perfect if
you need to do some city shopping
with an active baby/toddler who
can wear themselves out in the cafe
then sleep while you stroll around
town.
Once your child is over 18 months
of age you need to pay for their
playtime, 6 euros per hour. You
can pay in advance and purchase a
package of playtime which makes
it more affordable. It is simply the
best place to meet friends and be
able to enjoy the atmosphere of this
beautiful city while the children
have a super fun and safe playtime,
without the worry that they are
getting in the way of others. ●
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The Art of Living
Laura Fox and her husband get a
taste of the high life...

l’Art de Vivre
www.lartdevivre.fr
05 61 07 52 52

L

’Art de Vivre is a
gastronomique
restaurant in
Tournefeuille. It is
nestled along a steam
near the La Ramee golf course.
Although, when we went it was too
dark and rainy to get a good look,
they have a nice terrace for outdoor
seating. Inside, the dining room is
intimate and attractively decorated.
There are three menus of varying
prices, menu saison 39€, saveur
50€, dégustation 62€. They also
have a children’s menu price 16€.
My husband and I both chose the
menu saveur, although we opted for
different selections for each course.
After a champagne aperitif, we were
served an amuse bouche of creamy
soup and salmon with fresh bread.
For entrees I had perfectly seared
scallops and he had a generous
portion of foie gras.
Our main plats were veal with
bacon wrapped mashed potatoes
and vension with scalloped
potatoes, both served with steamed
vegetables. The meats were
delicious, extremely flavorful and
tender. Although the steamed
vegetables were quite plain, I
appreciated the colors and crisp
texture they added to the dish and
felt it was an ideal side dish when I
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left feeling way too full. The cheese
course came next and there were
over ten choices of cheese and I
was already quite full and honestly
I cannot remember which ones I
tried, but they were very good. For
dessert, we had a madeline and
mango layered cake and chocolate
raspberry dome. We both preferred
the entrée and plats over the
desserts, however maybe we were
just too full to enjoy the flavors
of the dessert. Then after the
dessert, they brought us an extra
dessert with chocolate mousse,
lemon custard and canelé, which
shamefully we could barely take a
bit of each to taste because we were
stuffed.
We had red wine from Galliac,

recommended by our waiter. The
wine list is quite extensive with
selections for all price levels. Our
wine was nice, but again the entrée
and plats were my favorite part of
the meal. If you order bottle and
unable to finish it, the staff will cork
it for you to take home.
L’art de Vivre is not an inexpensive
dinner, but the food is all fresh and
seasonal and you will definitely
get your money’s worth on the
food. Despite the children’s menu, I
do not think it is the best restaurant
for them. After all, we did go there
for a special date night (maybe the
terrace is more child friendly). I
highly recommend this restaurant
and so far one of my favorites in
Toulouse. ●
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Reviews
Les Doutes de Salai

by Rita Monaldi and Francesco
Sorti

I

found this book in GiFi,
harassed by children
and
desperately
trying to
make my way out.
For 1 euro or some
such, I thought oh
hell, go on then. And
I’m very glad I did.
The book is long – 395
pages – but it is worth
the time and effort – a
good night-time read.
The year is 1501 and Salai, the
adopted son of Leonardo da Vinci,
has travelled with his father from
Florence to Rome, where Leonardo
is undercover, ostensibly to study
the works of the ancients (it is the
Renaissance, after all) but in reality
sent on a mission to find out who
is vilifying the Pope and harming
the name of the Roman Catholic
Church. Salai, meanwhile, is in the
employ of a mysterious personage
to whom he writes a detailed report
each night. The novel, in fact, is
in letter form – from Salai to his
mysterious patron.
As Leonardo disappears and then
reappears to harangue and scold his
adopted son, we see Rome – in all
its rich, Dionysian glory – through
the eyes of Salai. He eats the food
of street-vendors on credit, he
sleeps with just about any pretty
young woman that he can find,
and he spies very, very effectively.
Using his disarming interpersonal
skills and playing on his persona
of being dumb but handsome, with
a striking resemblance to a famed
Greek statue of a boy, Salai derides
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the ideas of his adopted father,
whom he describes as playing with
himself in front of his portraits,
loving his overlong beard too
much, designing stupid machines
that can never work, and worse
still, selling state secrets to the
enemy.
The book is a ribald,
irreverent, hilarious romp
– featuring statuesque
German women, an
appearance by the Polish
astronomer Copernicus
(whom Salai fears is
homosexual), escapades
through palaces and
even being shut up
in boxes, in a nod to Boccaccio’s
bawdy Italian masterpiece, the
Decameron. References to Moors,
Germans, French and
all the varied, teeming,
multitudinous life of Rome
abound to paint a very
satisfying, rich and extremely
funny story of a pleasureseeking, harmless ruffian with
a quick wit and an eye for the
ladies. Recommended!
Shazia Bhatti

Murder in Memoriam

O

by Didier Daeninckx

ur book club
recently read this on
a French member’s
recommendation
and I felt I just had
to share as firstly it’s one of those
books that I think everyone who
lives here should read as a rite of
passage and secondly I simply
couldn’t put it down!
It’s a quick, easy to read,
educational, crime novel based
on real events of two parts of 20th

Century French history that not
everyone knows a lot about - the
1961 massacre during the Algerian
curfew protest in Paris and the
collaboration of senior French
officials with Jewish deportation
in the second world war. The book
starts with some horrific imagery
of the ’61 massacre from which
there were eleven thousand arrests,
over a thousand injuries and
three hundred deaths. A fictional
onlooker of the massacre is then
murdered starting the plot that will
continue twenty years later in 1981.
Obviously very controversial when
it was first published, the editior’s
note tells us that the novel is widely
acclaimed to have led to the arrest
& subsequent conviction of Papon.
Subsequently
I’ve discovered
that Murder in
Memoriam is also
accredited in the
conviction of
Paul Touvier.
The book is
partially set in
Toulouse and
Daenincks’s
style of
writing gives
it a raw, edgy,
almost stripped back approach that
allows the reader to focus on both
the historical events and the crime
in hand without either detracting
from the other. Daeninckx is widely
viewed as ‘France’s leading leftwing mystery writer’ and his books
are translated into many languages.
I read this in English but if capable
I would recommend reading it in
French.
I for one will be looking out for
another of his works - ‘A Very
profitable War’. Big thumbs up.
Penny Dickinson
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Do your
kids throw
food?

I feel silly,
oh so silly....

French Children don't
throw food
by Pamela Drukerman

A

s I turned the pages of
Pamela Drukerman's
excellent book, French
Children Don't Throw Food, I
had the spooky impression that
I was reading about my own life.
Ok, so i'm not an internationnaly
acclaimed journalist living in a
chic area of Paris - that part is
all her - but in her account of
being a firstime Aglophone parent
in France and her journey of
discovery about French parenting
I recognised my own experiences
entirely.
Drukerman's journey begins
one day in a restaurant when she
realises that while her child is
making life unbearable for her and
her husband (and everyone else), all
the French children, even toddlers,
appear to be enjoying their meal
with their parents. No screaming,
no tantrums, no running around,
no throwing of food. Drukerman
makes it her mission to find
out how and why this is so. She
speaks to many parents, teachers,
care assistants, sociologists,
doctors and academics along
the way. The result, interwoven
with amusing anectodes from
her family life, is a fascinating
comparison of the Anglo-American
and French parenting styles and
an empowering parental guide.
Sohani Crockett
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Today I Feel Silly: And
Other Moods That
Make My Day
Jamie Lee Curtis(Author), Laura
Cornell (Illustrator)

S

illy, cranky, joyful or
frustrated? How do you
feel today? This is my
three year old daughter’s
favorite book and easily
one of mine too.
Curtis describes in rhyme a
broad range of feelings and moods
helpings children explore their

meanings while keeping their
attention.
In addition to the rhymes, the
verses are often silly and definitely
fun. The illustrations compliment
the words with vibrant colors and
details.
Then book includes a spinning
wheel to explore the moods. After
reading this book with my daughter
several times, I noticed an increase
in her awareness of moods and
explaining them through drawings
and play. Recommended for ages
3-7.
Laura Fox
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Film

with Laura Fox
(Plot summaries by imdb.com)

Arbitrage

(107 min)
Starring: Richard Gere, Susan
Sarandon, Brit Marling
A troubled hedge fund magnate
desperate to complete the sale of his
trading empire makes an error that
forces him to turn to an unlikely
person for help.
Laura says: “A thriller suited for
Gere that kept me guessing until
the end.”

Argo

(120 min)
Starring: Ben Affleck, Bryan
Cranston, John Goodman
A dramatization of the 1980 joint
CIA-Canadian secret operation
to extract six fugitive American
diplomatic personnel out of
revolutionary Iran.
Laura says: “An edge of your seat,
dramatic, historical film. It was
intense, suspenseful, comical and
inspirational. Oscar winner for Best
Picture.”

Flight (138 min)

Starring: Denzel
Washington, Nadine
Velazquez, Don Cheadle
An airline pilot saves a flight from
crashing, but an investigation into
the malfunctions reveals something
troubling.
Laura says: “A tense drama that
intertwines live-action, addiction
and morality.”

Happiness Therapy

English Title: Silver Linings
Playbook (122 min)
Starring: Bradley Cooper, Jennifer
Lawrence (above), Robert De Niro
After a stint in a mental institution,
former teacher Pat Solitano moves
back in with his parents and tries
to reconcile with his ex-wife. Things
get more challenging when Pat
meets Tiffany, a mysterious girl with
problems of her own.
Laura says: “An edgy, romantic
comedy filled with dysfunction. It
one of the best feel-good movies I
have seen lately.”

Skyfall

(143 min)
Starring: Daniel Craig, Javier
Bardem, Naomie Harris
Bond’s loyalty to M is tested when
her past comes back to haunt her.
Whilst MI6 comes under attack, 007
must track down and destroy the
threat, no matter how personal the
cost.
Laura says: “Fresh, fun,
unpredictable with fantastic
cinematography. My favorite Bond
film yet.
The Dark Knight Rises 165 min
Starring: Christian Bale, Tom
Hardy, Anne Hathaway
Eight years on, a new evil rises
from where the Batman and
Commissioner Gordon tried to bury
it, causing the Batman to resurface
and fight to protect Gotham City...
the very city which brands him an
enemy.
Laura says: “Action packed,
superhero thriller with a
satisfying conclusion. This
trilogy’s finale did not leave me
disappointed.”

All My Friends Died in
a Plane Crash
Cocoon (2007)

T

his is not a new band
but somehow I have
only just discovered it.
Cocoon is a pop folk
band from ClermontFerrand that got together in 2006.
The singers, despite all being
French, sing in English. Their first
album made in October 2007 is
called “My Friends all died in a
Plane Crash”.
Ignore the title! This music is
wonderful! It sold over 100,000
copies in France then became a
platinum disc and quite rightly too.
The album begins with the song

Les Misérables

(158 min)
Starring: Hugh Jackman, Russell
Crowe, Anne Hathaway, Eddie
Redmayne
In 19th-century France, Jean
Valjean, who for decades has been
hunted by the ruthless policeman
Javert after he breaks parole, agrees
to care for factory worker Fantine’s
daughter, Cosette. The fateful
decision changes their lives forever.
Laura says: “Riveting, ambitious
and heartbreaking. An epic
film. The length and lack of
dialogue may not be for everyone.
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Strange lyrics
wrapped in
beautiful music

Spring 2013 TOT S
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“Take Off ”. The lyrics are very
surreal throughout (“I had a
bear, gone to Hawaii / And Kevin
Costner has retired...”) Rather than
try to get your head around them,
or any of Cocoon’s lyrics for that
matter, focus instead on the dreamy
guitar string strumming and the
husky confiding voice of the singer
Mark Dumail. This is music to
listen to in the metro as tunnel
lights slide past your vision and you
day dream or watch your fellow
passengers. The label “pop folk” is
impossible to understand until you
hear this band. It is like imagining
a colour you have never seen! Once
you hear Cocoon however you will
understand the term better. It is a
unique sound; soothing, beautiful,
calming - hence my advice to you
to ignore the title of the album!
When Dumail and Morgane
Imbeaud sing in unison, his
husky voice compliments her
more benign whisper. It is an
ideal collaboration. Perhaps their
chemistry is the success of the
group when in conjunction with a
perfect balance of varied musical
instruments which sweep in and
out of the songs like ghosts like in
the track “seesaw” where it is like
being in a room of angst ridden
people all singing out their sorrows.
This particular song is as soothing

as a Simon and Garfunkel ballad.
At one point, when the various
harmonies all come together in
some sort of mutual understanding,
I feel my heart surge every time I
hear it.
I can imagine Cocoon being played
in one of those trendy tiled bars
in Bordeaux near the flea market
where students in happy groups
sip on cups of mint tea. It sounds
French but I can not pinpoint
exactly why. It certainly has that
Gaelic charm although the band is
influenced by American folk.
In the song “Chupee”, Dumail
promises to take you on a trip in
imperfect English:
“Hello, hello, I take you on a trip”...
How can you resist?!
“Where the Oceans End”, Cocoon’s
second album, released in 2010 is
equal to “My Friends all died in
a plane crash” My favourite track
is “Comets” where this time our
husky singers’ lyrics are not bizarre,
just touching:
“And you found all the footprints
that I left in the lawn
When I spied on your every night
And I wish there was a secret that
you said in your sleep
Just a word I could keep...”
Cocoon is a word and an album I
will certainly keep.
Naomi Rivière
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Reviews

News

"I'll never go back to
disposables now... period!"

A

bout 10 years ago
I met a woman
who was still
breast-feeding her
three- year-old child
and using washable nappies on her
youngest. “God, I thought, that’s so
archaic”.
Nothing would have persuaded
me that six years later I would
be hanging up brightly coloured
nappies on my washing line and
still breastfeeding an 18-month-old
baby. If anyone had added to that
the idea that I would be hanging up
washable sanitary towels with my
child’s washable nappies, I would
have just laughed.
So change does happen...where
you least expect it and I am the
proud owner of washable sanitary
towels. Not in a million years would
I go back to disposables (except
when visiting people where you
may not wish to put them in their
washing machine or indeed be able
to do so).
Once you have tried washable
sanitary towels you will find it
hard to return to disposables.
They are made of cotton and are
so comfortable. Admittedly they
feel more “present” at first as they
are thicker but you get used to that
quickly and there is none of that
horrible bunching up business that
comes with some disposable “sts”.
They vary in length and they do
not move: their wings are attached
by poppers. They come in various
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Mam washable sanitary towels (pictured). Naomi says: “I bought this
brand from a lady in Toulouse! Highly recommended!”
colours including red which is more
practical than it at first suggests.
They do not leak as they have some
sort of wax-like backing. To wash
them you put them on a 60° cycle
with bibs, towels, washable nappies
etc and the sunlight naturally
bleaches out any possible stains.
Hung out on the line they could be
nappy inserts so they are not that
indiscreet.
Not to put too fine a point on it,
my periods are quite heavy and
I have never had a problem with
washable sanitary towels. I now
trust them more than the ones that

end up in the bin.
If I am out and about, when I
change one I can fold it back on
itself and clip it shut with the
poppers (clever system). Nobody
will know it is in my handbag in a
little pouch.
I am quite prudish but I honestly
find this system discreet and
hygienic and I also know that there
are no chemical nasties in washable
sanitary towels which is somewhat
reassuring considering what is in
a conventional disposable sanitary
towel these days. •
Naomi Rivière
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A night out...because we're
worth it

W

ho can't
remember their
first Tots & Co
Night Out? I
certainly can
remember mine as I was very
nervous; I wasn't sure I'd know
anyone or if anyone would talk to
me. Nevertheless, a very strong
desire to finally have a social life
after the birth of our daughter
two years before and our move to
Toulouse helped me overcome my
fear and attend a very successful
ice-skating evening.
It was a great choice to help take
me back to my youth when many
a Friday night was spent at Telford
Ice Rink's Disco Session. And of
course, my fears were banished very
early on when bumped into some
Mums I'd already briefly met at the
Hall in the queue. Even though I
was the newby, everyone was very
friendly, chatty and I was even
kindly offered a lift home from
someone I'd never met before.
I have to admit I was probably
more attracted to the Night's Out
than most. In fact, I remember
filling in my registration forms
and paying my subs even before
my trial period was over so that
I could get on the mailing list for
the monthly calendar and find out
what Tots & Co had in store. If you
never been on an Night Out before,
we all understand how nervewracking it can be but rest assured
everybody is very welcoming, More
often than not we go to a restaurant
but from time to time we go out
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for drinks, to the cinema, bowling
or ice-skating. Whenever we go
to a restaurant, we each pay for
whatever we order to it's fine so
just order a main course with water
and equally fine to order apéritif,
starter, wine, main course, dessert
and coffee !!
Before officially becoming the
Night Out Co-ordinator, I'd already
organised two or three night's out.
The huge plus-side being I get to
choose my favourite places and
that was a huge factor in choosing
Rajpoot Indian restaurant in
January. That was a lovely night
with delicious food, great company
and I had the pleasure of meeting
some members I'd never met
before, even thought they're not
new. Nevertheless, I certainly don't
have the monopoly on picking
bars and restaurants. On the
contrary, our members are a mine
of restaurant recommendations so
please let me know if you have any
suggestions for future evenings. I'd
be happy to organise them."
Thank you! •
Adele Claux

Local Leader Meeting

The local leaders met 27 February
to share ideas, discuss organization
and coordinate inter-group
activities. Coffee mornings and/
or dinner nights out are most
successful among the groups,
however all shared a common
struggle with getting consistent
participation from members. The
Pibrac/Léguevin group is by far the
most organized group and happily
shared some inspirational ideas.
Craft clubs, zumba, babysitting
circle, play dates, movies and
pudding parties are some of the
other activities going on in the
local groups of Tots & Co. As the
weather improves, many of us plan
to meet at various parks around
the city. Are you active in your
local group? Is there something
you would like to see your local
group do? Would you like to be a
co-leader? Contact your leader and
give some feedback! If you have
never been to a local activity or
event, plan to attend the next one
when you are available or offer to
host.• Laura Fox
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Agony Aunt

Feature

Should we celebrate this?

P

oor Kate Middleton –
four months into your
first pregnancy, the
greatest author in the
land calls you a ‘plastic
princess’, ‘designed by committee’
and ‘painfully thin...without
the danger of the emergence of
character’. Ouch!
Turns out, Hilary Mantel was
defending Kate, or so she says.
Decide for yourself by reading
Mantel’s lecture here http://www.
lrb.co.uk/v35/n04/hilary-mantel/
royal-bodies but, to be fair, when it
comes to this most royal pregnancy
aren’t we, the British, rather too
eagerly showing our embarrassingly
quaint class-ridden fawning over
the monarchy? Isn’t Kate Middleton
(or Catherine, the Duchess of
Cambridge) just a posh version of
any other celebrity who regularly
receives raving, sycophantic
coverage in Hello! magazine? And
why do we still care about her
producing or not producing an
heir to the throne when we could
well be dead when this yet unborn
child reigns, as an unelected head
of state?
To my mind, the biggest problem I
have with Kate Middleton is exactly
what Sandi Toksvig says in a recent
Guardian article (here): we’re in the
21st century, we should be beyond
the point of elevating a woman
for whoever she happens to have
married.
Although I think it’s outrageously
snobby of unfairly rich posh toffs
to decry the Middletons as social
climbers, I still think it’s a shame
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that as Britain becomes increasingly
unequal (with the biggest wealth
gap in the western world, no
less http://www.guardian.co.uk/
society/2011/dec/05/incomeinequality-growing-faster-uk ) we
take to gawping at stupidly long
news coverage by the formerly
respectable BBC regarding Kate
Middleton’s morning sickness. Isn’t
it time we celebrated the women
who’ve got somewhere by doing
something and we spent less time
going on about the royals?
Shazia Bhatti

"Kate Middleton is not
enough for me. We used
to admire women who
got their place in life
through marriage and
having children, but I
like to think we've grown
up a bit. I can't think of a
single opinion she holds
– it's very Jane Austen."
Sandi Toksvig
(Guardian, 9 March)
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The answer to your problems...

I

have been a full-time stay-athome mother for years. My
husband has been extremely
unhappy in his job for
several months and has been
interviewing for jobs, but has yet
to be hired. I also started casually
applying for jobs and got hired
immediately for an opening. I'm
so happy and excited, while my
husband is becoming extremely
depressed. Additionally, I need
my husband to help with more
responsibilities around the house
and with the children. Any advice?
Yours, Troubled
Dear Troubled,
First of all, congratulations on
getting a new job. Well done!
Second of all, you don’t say if you
intend to remain in Toulouse or
not, or if moving is an option. If
the former is the case, then my
sympathies are with you and your
husband – for all its amazing social
infrastructure, nearly everyone
I know who works in France
has stories of how hard it is to
move on up, with managers and
co-workers frequently found to
be both jealous and controlling
rather than encouraging, as well as
finding that training and options
for advancement are often seriously
limited. So I sympathise with
your husband and I hope he finds
something good very quick. On
the other hand, is there nothing
he can do to find his current role
more fulfilling while he searches
for something else? Could you
find out ways in which he might
improve his interview technique?
Does he have the references and
recommendations he needs?
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Whatever his plight, do not let him
manoeuvre (or indeed manipulate)
you into doing the lion’s share of
the housework, particularly now
you will be working too. Gently tell
him what chores you require help
with. My experience is that unless
you tell a man exactly what it is
you want doing, there is margin
for oversight and error. If you are
specific and thorough in your
requirements while remaining
tactful, you may find you get more
help. In addition, more interaction
with the children might help your
husband feel better – in providing
love, play and guidance for his
children, he may find he puts his
own problems and life itself into
perspective.
Remember to tell your husband
how great he is and again, be
specific about what you think he
excels at – whether it’s something
technical or to do with how he
laughs or plays. He’s more likely
to believe you if you are specific
in your praise. Don’t let him lose
confidence and during this difficult
time, be sure to zoom out and keep
your own perspective – whatever
his worries, so long as you have
your health and your children, it’s
not the end of the world. In the
end, you’ll be fine. Best of luck! •

I

have been separated from my
husband for over a year now and
having found it very difficult to
find a new love interest have recently
got together with a man I adore. The
feeling seems to be mutual. The only
problem is that he is my best friend's
ex boyfriend and due to the fact

that she is still madly in love with
him (and I coached her through the
break-up) she now refuses to talk to
me. Did I go too far or do I merit
happiness a second time round? My
friend is after all ten years my junior
and she does not have children as
I do. It would have been so hard
to ignore the desire to get together
with this man knowing that in my
position finding a man is that much
harder. I seem to have lost a friend
however in the process.
Yours, Hopeful
Dear Hopeful,
This is a tricky one as, I’m sure
from your friend’s perspective,
you have shoved the dagger in
and twisted it. However, from the
perspective of your new man and
yourself, he was free and you were
available. So what’s the problem?
I would say to you, if this man
feels right and you could well fall
in love, then go for it. If, however,
you’re not sure it’s for the longterm, then maybe don’t bother?
Also – are you sure you really need
a man? It may be hard to find a
partner when you have children,
but for sure you can find fulfilment
within yourself and your own life.
What I’m saying is, don’t lose a
friend down to needs that have
more to do with you than the
qualities present in the man in
question. If you are going to lose
a friend who may well slate you to
mutual friends and acquaintances,
this man has to be worth it – but
then, I do not mean to put pressure
on your new relationship. What I’m
saying is that you need to be sure.
And whatever I say, you probably
already know. •
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Easter Crafts

Easter Crafts

Easter
cards

T

his craft is a little
messy, but not as much
as I expected. My three
year old loved making
the cards and was so
surprised on how they turned out.
It was fun for me too!
Supplies
Tray
Shaving Cream
Cardstock
Acrylic Paints
Squeegee
Toothpick, paintbrush or spoon (to
swirl the paint)
1. Squirt enough shaving cream
to cover the surface of the tray.
Spread it out if necessary.
2. Squirt on some paint, lines work
well.
3. Use toothpick, paintbrush or
spoon and swirl it gently around
giving a marbled effect.
4. Place paper onto the shaving
cream/paint and gently press.
5. Lift the paper straight up, wait
one minute and then squeegee the
shaving cream off the paper. The
cream will come off, but the paint
will stick.
Try cutting out egg shapes and
make some fabulous Easter cards! •
Laura Fox
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Transylvanian Easter decorations

C

oloring Easter eggs
with yellow onion
shells is an old method
used in Transylvania,
where I’m from. I
remember when I was a child my
grand mother used to do this,
then later on when I was about
ten, everything started to get a
little modern, so all kinds of colors
became available.
Nowadays this method is not used
anymore. Artificial colours are
more quicker and easier to use.
In Romania easter eggs are usually
coloured through boiling by mums
with their kids on Good Friday.
Enough talking: lets move on to the
process!
What you need:
•Firstly, fresh eggs- washed with a
sponge in luke warm soapy water
then rinsed...
•Next, flowers, leaves, whatever
you can find, even small plants. You
can use one or two of these per egg,
it depends on the size of the flower,
or on your egg.
•Twine, about 25 cm long
•And lastly, and probably the
weirdest thing of all: tights, yes
you got it... pieces of tights cut into
squares big enough so you can
wrap the egg in them.
Now, take the egg, moisten the part
where you want to put the leafflower, lay it on the egg and push
it gently to stick it to the egg, then
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take a piece of tights and wrap the
egg up in it. Take your egg in one
hand, and with the other pull the
tights tightly and twist. Still holding
the egg in your hand bind it up in
the piece of tights with twine.
Now you have finished all the hard,
slow work.
To color about six eggs at one
time you need: one litre of water,
a handful of onion shells, a good
pinch of salt and a splash of vinegar.
Put all or these ingredients in a pot
(suitable size 1,5l), and place it on
the stove at a high temperature.
Leave it until it boils.
Place the eggs in it very carefully
and after the water starts to boil
again, reduce the heat and simmer
for 10 minutes.
Once the time is up, take out one
egg at a time and while it is still
hot cut the tights off and wipe the
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flower or leaf off.
Do not leave it to cool or you can
not remove the leaf.
After cleaning the egg, you need a
piece of fat raw bacon with which
you wipe the egg all over the
surface.

After a few minutes you will have
the shiniest, most beautiful eggs.
Have a nice colorful Easter with your
easter eggs! •
Oana Hegedus
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Fashion

The future's bright,
the future's orange
Naomi Riviere tests out this summer's hot new colour...

T

his season the colour
orange has come into
its own. In every shop
you enter, orange is
on the clothes rack.
Bright shades, peachy shades, blood
orange shades...orange it is in its
various forms. But how on earth do
you wear it?
I happened to buy a BRIGHT
orange skirt recently. I bought it on
the internet so I had no idea just
how bright it was until it arrived
and sending it back would cost
quite a bit. I knew I would have
to keep, thus wear it. I tried it on
with black but I felt a little like a
jaffa cake or a piece of pop art.
It was just too flash and sixties
for me. I tried it with white but
it looked a little sickly somehow.
There was an odd feeling of clash.
So I googled “how to wear orange”
and was told of all thing, to team
it with bright pink! Somehow I
could not face that option so I
tried it with blue, a beautiful blue
sky blue. Complimentary colours!
It worked. I tied a blue patterned
scarf around my waist to break up
the colour blocks and hey presto, I
was wearing orange! Did I go out
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in it? No: I took it off before anyone
popped by but it was a start. Now
what should I put on my feet? Oh.
Maybe I'll just wait until summer.
I did not even consider tights and
shoes. Flip flops it will have to be.
Summer it is!
Trends I am just not “getting”:

Bobble hats.
When did bobble hats become
sexy?! Okay, maybe in “the
Holiday” when Cameron Diaz had
some knitted contraption on her
head it was acceptable but honestly?
Why the bobble?
Take that off at least!
Cable knit jumpers.
They were fashionable in 1994.
I know, I was there in my cream
version with coloured corduroys.
I am still wondering what I was
thinking. I am just not ready to go
back there and regret it for even
more decades to come.
Jeggings.
What are they?! Surely leggings
are bad enough?! Now we have
to contend with “jeggings”. What

next? Treggings? Oh hang on, don't
they already exist?
Shirt dresses.
Is it a shirt? Is it a dress? We don't
know so we called it a shirt dress.
Ingenious? No.
Only Meryl Streep in Bridges
of Madison country could get
away with this. I have one and
my greatest fear is that any of the
buttons will come undone. And
what if they just all come undone at
once?
Tweed.
Um, no. Not unless you have a
weekend planned in Sandringham.
“Gilets”.
Now, here is my favourite. Gilets.
Coats with the sleeves cut off. So
you're cold enough to wear a coat
but you put on something with no
sleeves. Is it only your torso that is
cold in that case?
Now we can have them in “faux”
fur so we can even look as if we are
going to carnaval dressed as a cat.
Or would it look more like a cave
man? Where's my club?
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Feature

Being a mum without a
mum ad Head Day

Naomi as a baby,
with her mum

Naomi Riviere's mother died before she could meet her grandchildren.
Here Naomi describes how her own journey into motherhood has
been affected...

W

hen I fell
pregnant with
my first child,
during my first
appointments I
was inevitably asked for a wealth of
information about my own mother.
Were her births easy? Were her
children premature? Late? I had to
reply with the only answer I had:
“my mum is dead”.
I know very little about how
we were as babies. Mum was so
vague that when I once asked
her what time I was born, she
replied: “How am I supposed
to remember that? I had four of
you”! Mum was like that, so dead
or alive she would have been just
as much help in terms of these
questions! Still, a little stab of
pain used to go through me when
health professionals quizzed me. I
suddenly needed her desperately. I
felt myself bonding with her over
little things during my pregnancy
and suddenly ever book I picked
up about pregnancy had a chapter
on “how expecting a child brings
you closer to your mum”. At one
point I hurled one at the wall in
annoyance.
My mum had not been long gone
when I fell pregnant with Arthur. I
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do not regret the fact that I had my
first child two years after I married
because mum was so ill that had
I got pregnant straight away after
my wedding I would have been
in France giving birth as she lay
dying in England. Things are meant
to happen as they do sometimes.
I could concentrate on being a
daughter and perversely take on
the role of mother to my own. That
experience was strengthening and
set me in good stead to care for
another vulnerable person two
years after her death.
People do not consider that some
expectant mothers do not have
a mother to appeal to. It is oddly
isolating as you realize that with
no maternal figure in sight you
have to navigate by using your own
instinct. I would pore over family
photographs and try to see whether
a baby had a bottle or was being
breast fed. I would look at photos
of her with me as a baby and when
Arthur was born I would suddenly
have pangs of longing to tell her I
understood the look that she gave
me as she held me. I wanted to
know if she left me to cry or not
and whether or not we had been
good sleepers as tiny babies.
As time went on I rationalized the

whole absent mother issue. Had she
not seen them at birth she may not
have seen them as toddlers, known
them as they started school...
Mum and I were very close. I used
to have nightmares as a child when
I would awake and believe her to
be dead. It was inconceivable as
it is to anyone who loves another
member of their family that one
day she may cease to exist. She did
however(!) and in a bid to alleviate
my grief I decided to try and
remember everything that mum
used to do that irritated me. She
would no longer ring me at 8am on
a Sunday morning, she would not
tell me to call anybody else because
I “should”. She would not tell me,
most importantly, that I was raising
Arthur in this way and should I not
do it that way?!
I realized as I heard other mothers
moan about their own that I had
“carte blanche”. I was making the
rules! I could do what I liked!
Daunting? Yes but I did not have to
worry for example about sparring
grannies! My son only had one
(until Dad re-married but that is
another story). I only had to cope
with one bossy grandmother!
When my friends complained
that their mother was taking over
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I could just stand there and feel
temporarily relieved that I did not
share their problem. This worked
for me, strange as it may sound!
I still have moments when I find it
very painful to think of her. When
Arthur picks flowers and converses
with me as his brother sleeps, the
bond we have makes me think
about how she must have seen my
brother as a little boy. I feel I have
insights to my siblings that I did
not have before. All these things
make me reflect. I remember how
as a teenager I had said I wanted
a little girl one day and how she
had replied “but little boys are so
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'People do
not consider
that some
expectant
mothers do not
have a mother
to appeal to.
It is oddly
isolating'

sweet”! Now I understand that,
having two very young sons. I do
think Arthur would have enchanted
her and I am naturally full of regret
that she never met him but I also
bizarrely forget at times that she did
not. She is so accessible to me that I
feel if I just conjure her up that she
can see him, that she has met him.
Physically she is in my youngest.
Sometimes he smiles and there she
is. His eyes have the same spark and
he has the same toothy grin as she
did as a child. Somewhere in my
son are traits of my mum.
I have grown in confidence. I feel
if mum returned now she would
probably have lots of comments
to make but mostly I like to think
I would have made her proud.
Suddenly I understand how it was
for her, how it was to mother us
and I feel her presence perhaps
more strongly now than I ever did
before. On my birthday I thought of
her giving birth to me, loving me,
nurturing me and for the first time
on a day which is conventionally
and commercially one's own, all I
wanted to do was to thank her. I
remembered that being one of the
last things I ever said to her and I
was so glad: until now I could not
possibly have realized what that
would have meant to her.
It took a while but now when
people say how sad it is that mum
never knew my children, I just
smile to myself because I am
incredibly lucky: a mother daughter
bond that ran as deep as ours can
not die and if I can see my sons I
know somewhere she can too. I
may not know for how long she
breastfed us or whether or not her
births were easy but I can be pretty
sure just by being a mother that I
know more about her now than I
ever did. I do not need her physical
presence to prove that.•
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Debate

Til death do us part?
Infidelity is back in the news, with some researchers and academics
suggesting that the rules of love need to be rewritten for the
21st century... what do you think?

T

he other day, my sister
was instant messaging
with an old school
friend. Out of the blue,
he said to her: ‘you
know my dad died, don’t you? My
mum killed him. She’d found out
he’d been having an affair’.
No, my sister did not know. She
was stunned. There must have
been something in the air around
that time, when we were `16 and
17, as my mum had found out the
same about my dad. I thought for
full-blown Bollywood-style Asian
woman melodrama, my mum could
not be beaten, but turns out I was
wrong.
For anyone who has followed the
broken-hearted courtroom saga
of Vicky Pryce and Chris Huhne,
it is obvious to see that an affair
can easily spell relationship doom
or death. The text messages where
Chris Huhne implores his teenage
son to talk to him only to be
messaged to ‘f*** off ’ couldn’t spell
it out more clearly – affairs can
break families in two. So infidelity
is still very much a relationship
no-no and free love was a fleeting
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dream of the 1960s, it seems.
It’s worth considering, though,
how long we all live these days.
People who live into their 70s and
80s can expect to be married for
40 odd years – back in the 1850s,
the average length of a marriage
was twelve years – due to death
through disease or illness, usually.
So the pressure in staying married,
staying fulfilled and staying happy
is unprecedented – just as we live
the longest, we make the greatest
demands ever on our relationships.
For someone who is ambivalent
about concepts of ownership
(particularly when it comes to
owning rights to someone else’s
body – to see where that leads, take
a look at women’s rights in Saudi
Arabia) I can see that fidelity has
a long history for strong, pseudoscientific biological reasons. The
reinforcement of fidelity and the
elevation of infidelity as a crime
against society itself came about
when the human race realised
that men actually played a role in
reproduction (this took aeons for
human beings to work out http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patriarchy)

and so men had a vested interest
in ensuring their children were
actually theirs. So concepts
of fidelity came about just as
patriarchy (and the attendant
sexism) took hold. So much for
true love.
In addition, I can see why
women have a vested interest in
ensuring their men stay faithful.
Take a look at Vicky Pryce. When
your MP husband falls in love for
his lesbian press agent, 26 years
of marriage and co-parenting
a house full of kids goes out of
the window. If your man falls for
someone else, he might leave and
in short, you’d then be stuffed –
emotionally if not financially. So
fidelity is good news for women
who hope that their partners will
stay and raise their children with
them.
For me, though, it really wouldn’t
be the end of the world if my
partner slept with someone else.
I’d probably roll my eyes and vow
to do the same, truth be told. Do
I know for sure? No. Do I think
so? I think so. Because I don’t own
him and fidelity is in the mind
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and the heart. Sex isn’t what counts
– it’s when your partner moons,
muses and smiles all day long about
someone else while sellotaping
their mobile phone to their head
that you need to worry. As an initial
step to ensuring that that doesn’t
happen, I can see why fidelity is an
essential strategy. But in terms of
bawling, flailing, screeching and
all the rest of it if my partner does
get it on with someone else – no.
I’d probably wind him up by saying
‘ooh, maybe free love is exactly
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what we need, darling.’ And that
would probably be the best thing to
ensure it never happened again. •
Shazia Bhatti

U

ntil I met my husband I
had never expected any
man to be faithful to me.
I had only ever attracted men who
had a wandering eye, men who
pinched other women's bottoms...
men who had more female friends
than male. In short, I was drawn to
the very men I tried to avoid.

“I have just seen the most
BEAUTIFUL woman in the bank”
said my father one evening to my
mother. I watched mum carefully.
She was standing at the AGA
stirring soup with a wooden spoon.
Not once did her movement falter.
Either she did not care a fig for
what he was saying or she was
manifesting an auto-pilot response
to a husband who regularly said
such things. Either way it can only
have provoked him to continue his
antics. When he sold the family
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Feature
car to the ridiculously attractive
Swedish divorcee in our village
he delivered it with daisy chains
woven through the steering wheel.
He had taken me with him possibly
to assuage mum's suspicions of foul
play but I knew that the flowers
were not appreciated by at least
one woman because I happened
to mention to mum on my return
home, how pretty Daddy had made
the car look! Perhaps the spoon did
cease to turn at times.
I grew up with the notion
that a happy marriage was one
where the man was given free range
to feast his eyes on every pretty
female within reach and where the
said man frequently did. But then
that was to my parents, the “norm”.
Mum's father had been unfaithful
to his wife, and my father's father
to his! I wonder now had mum
perhaps reacted more fiercely to his
comings and goings he may have
felt more loved and wandered less.
But is that fair? My husband told
me that he would never tell me if
he had an affair. He said that one
should live with what one has done
and suffer in silence. A friend of
mine recently discovered that her
husband had been cheating on her.
He admitted it one morning on a
family holiday and it was not just
sex but love. He had even said that
he was going on a business trip
when in fact he was taking days
off to gallivant around the north
of France with his mistress. Ow!
Now reunited with my friend, in
retrospect, this man's admission
has served no purpose. She likes

'I grew up with
the notion that a
happy marriage
was one where
the man was
given free range
to feast his eyes
on every pretty
female within
reach and where
the said man
frequently did.'

him and trusts him less now and
who came blame her? Going off
with consent is one thing but lying
is another whole ball game (pardon
the pun). I can not pretend that I
do not have a strong appreciation
for male beauty but oddly enough
it is more in the aesthetic than
the sexual sense. I call it “window
shopping”. (Be careful, the French
call it “licking the windows” (lèchevitrine) which is not what I am
doing)! I like to claim that I would
never in a million years “cheat” on
my husband but I consider that
statement rather arrogant, as if have
not the slightest weak link in my
nature. I do know however that if
I were ever unfaithful that I would
find living in the shadow of my acts
unbearable and I am pretty certain
that my husband would never be
unfaithful to me whilst married to
me. He would have to divorce me
first for his own sense of self and I
like to think that I share that strong
moral streak so he is, I believe, not
in danger either.
My question is this: can
you really weave flowers through
steering wheels, invite women
around to meet your wife and say
that as long as you are not sleeping
with these sirens that you are
faithful? If I were married to such
a man I would rather he had one
night of passionate thoughtless
sex any day than I had to contend
with such complicated blurred
boundaries...
Naomi Rivière

Have your say...What do you think about infidelity?
Send us your thoughts to: timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
28
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Meet the downtrodden...

Behind every great Tot&Co member there's a long-suffering partner.
But what are they really thinking? Let's hear it from their own mouths.
In the spotlight this week...John Rice, aka Mr Shazia Bhatti
Name: John Rice
Age: old
Occupation: servant
Children: No, thank you
Household: Beautiful daughter,
manic son and Adolf.
Favourite things about France:
the weather
Least favourite things about
France: lack of pubs with beer
gardens, lack of cricket, frowning
at and beating of children
Ambition in life: one peaceful
evening
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Favourite thing to say to
partner: Don't go on about it,
you're getting old people's home
syndrome (followed by 'ouch!')
Favourite things to hear from
partner: silence or 'I couldn't
have done it better myself ' (said
truthfully) or 'I don't think we
need to do any cleaning'
Hopes for retirement: soon as
possible
Biggest regret: too many
Glass half full or half empty:
mine's a vodka

Favourite position: Fine leg
Dream activity: Sleep
Secret Crush: Vlad the Impaler
(Shazia adds: he fancies Lorraine
Pascale and developed an
obsession with Doctor Who when
David Tennant played him)
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Health

Honey, oh sugar sugar
Sweet things may be hard to resist, but what about all the hidden
sugars in our food? Beware, says registered dietician Laura Fox

a list of foods that contain more
added sugar than you might think:
• Cereal and cereal bars: Many are
loaded with sugar. Use caution,
even non-sweet varieties are often
high in sugar. Look for high fiber,
low sugar or sugar free cereals.
• Yogurt: Chose plain yogurt and
sweeten by adding fresh fruit.
• Fruit cups and compote: Even
ones that are labeled “no sugar
added” are high in sugar, select
fresh fruit when possible.
• Fruit juice and flavored beverages:
A major source of sugar, easy to
consume large quantities and not
very filling. Drinking water is best.
• Condiments (Ketchup, Barbeque
sauce, HP sauce): Not only do
they add unnecessary calories, but
many are often high in sugar. Use
sparingly.
• Processed foods: Sugar is added
for preservation, to improve the
taste or texture of low quality
ingredients. Use fresh ingredients
and prepare your own food.

S

ugar, it is one of those
ingredients that most
try to avoid, but tastes
so good and is quite
addictive! There is a lot
of research to support the negative
effects of excessive sugar intake on
the body including increased risk
for obesity and chronic diseases.
It is difficult enough to stay away
from cakes, pastries, candy and
coke; however the hunt for sugar in
food does not stop there.
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Healthy foods like fruit and milk
contain natural sugar, but since
these foods provide fiber and/or
important vitamins and nutrients
they should remain a part of a daily
diet. It is recommended to avoid
“added sugar”, any sugar that is not
in its natural state.
Sugar is found in many forms
and is labeled on the ingredient
list of food packages. Look for
words ending –ose, dextrose,
fructose, sucrose, polydextrose,

galactose. Others include corn
syrup, honey, brown sugar, invert
sugar, molasses, maltodextrin,
fruit juice concentrate, xylitol,
sorbitol, mannitol and turbinado
sugar. In addition to looking at
the ingredients, it is important to
know the sugar content of food,
which is also found on the label
as a subgroup under carbohydrate
content. Greater than 15g per 100g
weight is considered high in sugar,
while less than 5g is low. Here is
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• Canned sauces and vegetables:
Added sugar is used to counter
acidity and improve taste of
tomatoes picked too early. Other
canned vegetables also contain
sugar to extend shelf life. Limit
canned sauces and select fresh
or frozen vegetables. Peanut
butter: Sugar is added for the taste
and texture, low- fat versions add
even more. Choose natural peanut
butter with minimal ingredients:
peanuts and maybe some salt.

What do you think of
your newsletter?

Do you have an article to
contribute or a topic you
would like to see covered?
We welcome all
submissions, thoughts,
comments, criticicms... :)
Please get in touch!

timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com

While sugar is extremely difficult
to avoid, eating fresh, natural
foods, cooking from scratch, and
shopping wisely can help limit
sugar consumption.
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Getting right to the point
Naomi Rivière faces her fear of needles and gives
acupuncture a go... but will it get rid of her migraines?

T

here was no way
I was going to see
an acupuncturist. I
have been terrified of
needles for as long as
I can remember. Sending me to
an acupuncturist would be, in my
mind, as unnatural as expecting a
fish to fly. Not only would it petrify
me but I am not a great believer in
holistic medicine. After 10 years
of crippling migraines however
I had exhausted most avenues of
conventional treatment and after
my neurologist suggested that I
explore the idea of acupuncture I
decided to go. Nothing could be
worse than being confined to a dark
room for hours on end in agony...
It was my first appointment. I was
sitting on a chair in a row of only
three in the hall of a flat. Opposite
me was a door marked “PRIVÉ”.
I assumed it would be in there
that I would be treated. The door
opened and out came a girl in a
dressing gown holding a plate of
Parma ham. Totally flummoxed I
thought maybe I was in the wrong
place and had a strong desire to
make a run for it but I had read
ACUPUNCTEUR on the door had
I not? I stifled a laugh knowing
that this would be another one of
those odd experiences in life that
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you can not really classify! The girl
disappeared behind a curtain to
my right from which a few seconds
later appeared my practitioner. He
was a very small white French man,
in his late fifties dressed in smart
jumper, shirt and corduroys. He
shook my hand and led me into
his office. Asking me to put my
hands on a cushion in front of him
and looking to one side in deep
concentration, he pressed various
parts of my upturned wrists making
my blue veins spring under the
skin. I tried once more not to laugh
out of pure nervousness. Having
ascertained that I had come to
him to try and cure my migraines
he proceeded to ask me about my
background and whether I had had
a stressful birth. I replied yes, that
both my births were stressful.
“I was referring to YOURS” he
replied.
“Oh dear”, I thought, “he and I are
never going to see eye to eye”...
I was taken to a row of cubicles
like changing rooms and told to
take off my top and shoes and
socks. I kept my vest on, lay down
on the doctor style bed and waited.
I felt like I was lying in a morgue
but could hear various noises
from other cubicles so I guessed
I was not alone, a small comfort.

Staring at a crack in the ceiling I
was puzzled. Was the man coming
back? He returned moments later
with a handful of acupuncture
needles (which are actually more
like flexible thin pieces of wire). He
inserted them into my wrists and
foot telling me to welcome them as
he did so, by breathing in and out.
There was a brief sting and then
nothing. I dared not look.

Surges

My acupuncturist left and I felt a
strange sort of electrical surge in
one line down the left hand side of
my body. It was disagreeable, like
that feeling you get when you are
so tired that perversely your legs
ache and long to walk. Returning
briefly he asked me if I feared the
wind. When I replied that no, he
frowned and disappeared once
more. I replied honestly to all of his
questions however bizarre I found
them. I had to do this one hundred
per cent however ridiculous it
seemed to my pragmatic self. I tried
not to mock it but I really did not
believe in it at all. He told me to
have a siesta for half an hour and
that he would be back later. I was
far too highly strung to close my
eyes but I tried to calm my mind.
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At the end of the session the man
told me that he never failed a case
and asked me if I had a problem
with my jaw. At that point I decided
I would return. I do have a problem
with my jaw. It once dislocated and
it used to click. I was amazed that
of all the questions he could ask he
could come up with that one. On
the way home I started to cry in
my car. I felt a great sense of release
within. Not only had the man had
been very gentle (I felt as if he really
cared about my plight.), but I was
also emotionally exhausted from
facing a deep rooted phobia of
needles!
A month later I returned. My
headaches had, I admitted, not
completely gone but I no longer
had those burning migraine attacks
that I had had so frequently before
our first session. Not one. He took
me to a cubicle. I noticed that he
was holding a candle and a box of
matches.
“This is it”, I thought chuckling
within, “I got through the first
session only to be set fire to in the
second”.
Having been sure he was actually
going to light incense, little did I
know that he was effectively going
to do what I had joked about. I
heard him strike a match.
“Put your hand down, palm up
and tell me when it gets too hot” he
ordered. At this point you have to
have blind faith...
He performed this act on both
hands and then pressed an area by
my right rib.
“This hurts doesn't it”? It did: a lot.
He inserted a “needle” into the
area calling me a perfect subject.
I told him that sounded ominous
and we both laughed which broke
the ice at last. After 45 minutes of
lying still and at last trusting my
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I tried not to
laugh out of pure
nervousness.
Having
ascertained that I
had come to him
to try and cure
my migraines
he proceeded to
ask me about my
background and
whether I had
had a stressful
birth. I replied
yes, that both
my births were
stressful.
“I was referring
to YOURS” he
replied.
Oh dear...

surroundings enough to almost
doze off, I was summoned into his
office.
“You know where to find me if you
need me” he said after I gave him a
cheque. I felt oddly bereft.
It has been almost three weeks
since my second appointment
and only today, having tucked
into a meal which included
cheese and wine and chocolate
mousse, my husband remarked
with astonishment that I had not
got a migraine as a result of my
decadence. I can not explain it but I
have been migraine (not headache)
free for over two months. The
things that used to spark vicious
attacks no longer seem to. At
Christmas, I managed to stay in
a hot stuffy room with certain
“difficult” members of my family
and not experience a single pain.
I had stayed clear of the wine and
cheese to a reasonable extent yes
but even without those elements
the stress would have set me off.
Arguing children? A packed day
going from A to B and little sleep?
For the first time I can say that I
do not live in fear of these things
threatening to tip the balance. I feel
more alive, less bound to rules I
had to set myself. In short, life has
improved tenfold because I can say
yes to so much more, I can do so
much more.
As the acupuncturist said:
“Don't question why it works. It is
thousands of years old. Just accept
that it works”.
I think I will have to accept that as
an explanation. Placebo? Reduced
stress? Who cares? I am migraine
free for the moment and any
migraine sufferer will understand
the immense joy and incredible
sense of freedom that fact brings. •
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Recipes

Eat up your vegetables!

Tasty vegetarian meals for all the family

the sauce to coat the bottom.
Generously fill tortillas with
mixture, roll up tightly with ends
tucked in, and place seam side
down in dish.
Pour remaining sauce over the
enchiladas, coating evenly. Sprinkle
1 cup cheese on top.
Bake about 20 minutes, and garnish
with cilantro and/or green onions
(optional). Laura Fox
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Bean & Spinach
Enchiladas

as

Ingredients
{For the sauce}
3 cups vegetable broth
1/4 cup tomato paste
1/4 cup all purpose flour
2 Tbsp. olive oil
2 tsp. cumin
1/4 tsp. garlic powder
1/4 tsp. onion powder
1/4 tsp. chili powder
Salt/pepper
{For the enchiladas}
15 oz. can black beans, rinsed and
drained (white used since black
beans are nearly impossible to find
here)
1 1/2 cups corn
6 oz. fresh baby spinach
6 green onions, thinly sliced
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1/3 cup cilantro, chopped
2 tsp. cumin
3 cups shredded cheese blend
(blend of cheddar, emmental and
comté)
8 whole wheat or flour tortillas
Directions
Make the sauce: in a saucepan, heat
olive oil over medium heat. Add
tomato paste, flour, 2 tsp. cumin,
garlic powder, onion powder,
and chili powder. Cook 1 minute,
whisking. Whisk in broth, bring to
a boil.
Reduce to simmer, and cook until
slightly thickened about 8 minutes.
Salt/pepper to taste, and set aside.
In a skillet, quick sauté the spinach
in olive oil over medium heat for
1-2 minutes until slightly wilted.
In a large bowl, combine beans, 2
cups cheese, spinach, corn, green
onions, 2 tsp. cumin, and cilantro.
Preheat oven to 190 C.
Lightly spray a 9x13 inch baking
dish, and pour a small amount of

South African
Chakalaka

Ingredients
50 ml canola oil
30 g chopped fresh ginger
30 g chopped fresh garlic
20 g chopped chili peppers
200 g chopped onions
500 g tomatoes, roughly chopped
100 g green peppers, roughly
chopped
100 g red peppers, roughly chopped
50 g leaves masala
200 g grated carrots
450 g vegetarian baked beans, in
tomato sauce
10 g fresh coriander
Directions
Fry ginger, garlic, chillis, onions in
the oil. Add the leaf masala or curry
powder of your choice.
Add the tomatoes and cook for 10
minutes. Add peppers and carrots
and cook for 10 minutes.
Add baked beans and cook for 5
minutes. Remove from heat and
add coriander. Check seasoning.
Serve hot or cold.
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South African
Chakalaka
You can make this as spicy or as
mild as you like. I usually grate
courgette and add broccoli florets
too.
The more veg the better. Be flexible
with the recipe! Kerry Hudson

Pumpkin Empanadas
Ingredients
½ pumpkin
1 Small onion, chopped
4 Tbsp Cumin powder
1 tsp Coriander seeds
½ tsp Salt
1 tsp Chili powder, paprika or
pepper (chose based on desired
spice level, add more or less to
taste)
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Fresh thyme, chopped
Fresh rosemary, chopped
2 Tbsp cream
1 block of cheddar cheese, grated
Pastry dough- store bought or
homemade
1 egg, beaten
Directions
Cut half of pumpkin into cubes,
cook in large pan with onion. Add
dry spices, herbs and cream. Adjust
to taste. Add grated cheese, mix
thoroughly. Cut pastry into circles,
add filling (about ¼ c depending
on size of circle), fold over to make
half-moon shape and crimp edges
with fork. Brush top with beaten
egg. Place on baking sheet lined

with parchment paper. Bake at 175
degrees C until brown about 20
minutes.
Shazia Bhatti

Spinach-Feta Quinoa
Cakes with LemonDill Yogurt Sauce
Ingredients
{Lemon-Dill Yogurt Sauce}
1/2 cup plain Greek yogurt
2 Tbsp. finely chopped scallions
2 tsp. freshly squeezed lemon juice
2 tsp. chopped fresh dill
Coarse salt and freshly ground
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black pepper

Ten of the best...Kitchen objects

{Quinoa Cakes}
1 Tbsp. olive oil
1/2 cup finely chopped onion
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
5 ounces chopped baby spinach
2 eggs, beaten

Marmite double oven gloves from
John Lewis, £11.
http://www.johnlewis.com/
marmite-double-oven-glove/
p231633075?img=231633075

1 1/4 cups cooked quinoa
2 ounces crumbled feta cheese
1 Tbsp. chopped fresh dill
1/4 tsp. grated lemon zest
1/4 tsp. freshly ground black pepper
1/2 cup bread crumbs
Directions:
{Lemon-Dill Yogurt Sauce}
Whisk together the yogurt,
scallions, lemon juice, and dill in a
small bowl. Season to taste with salt
and pepper. Cover and refrigerate
the sauce for at least 1 hour to allow
the flavors to meld.
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{Quinoa Cakes}
Heat the olive oil in a large skillet
over medium heat. Add the onion
and garlic and cook, stirring often,
until softened, about 4 minutes.
Add the spinach and cook, stirring
often, until wilted, about 3 minutes.
Transfer the mixture to a mediumsize bowl.

Pizza wheel cutter, Joseph Joseph
It really works! Just keep the blades
far from little fingers! Machine
washable.

Double walled drinking glasses,
Bodum, prices start at £18
(These look great with beer and
coffee alike as liquid is suspended
in the first recipient and the glass
is never hot or cold to the touch
despite its contents). Classy but
fragile so for adult use only!
http://www.amazon.fr/BodumPavina-4558-10-12-Coffret-Verres/
dp/B003WT162C/ref=sr_1_2?ie=U
TF8&qid=1361880330&sr=8-2

Kitchen Aid
Simply the best mixer that ever
existed! And an object of art in
itself!
www.kitchenaid.com
Bar chairs
Are you looking for chairs your
children can sit on safely at a bar
table?
Here they are.
I love them as they look like big
headed ants.
As featured in French interior
magazine, “Coté Maison”,Bar chairs,
“chaise spoon”, €29,90 for one.
www.but.fr

Kenwood red kettle, 1,25 litres,
various stockists on the internet
Simply beautiful! You won't mind
this gracing your work top. Quite
noisy but who cares? Even more
people will notice it then!

Add the eggs, quinoa, feta, dill,
lemon zest, and black pepper and
mix well. Mix in the bread crumbs
and let the mixture sit for a few
minutes to allow the bread crumbs
to absorb some of the moisture.

Silicone covered cooking spoon,
Mastrad
Far more hygienic than wooden,
come in various colours and very
easy to clean.
http://www.mastrad.fr/art.
php?id=16

Form quinoa patties about 2 1/2
inches in diameter and 1/2 inch
thick. Lightly oil a pan, place patties
and cook until brown and flip and
brown and cooked thoroughly.
Serve warm with lemon-dill yogurt
sauce. Laura Fox

Ceramic peeler, Maginea from
around €4,40
http://www.maginea.com/
fr/fr/c1936/p201102280046/
ceramics+eplucheur+ceramique/
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http://www.independent.co.uk/lifestyle/food-and-drink/features/the10-best-gifts-for-foodies-8413481.
html?action=gallery&ino=4

Enchiladas
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Cookery book holder,
JosephJoseph, featured in “The
Independent”, around £30.
In green or white. Very practical
storage-wise, light and wipe clean.
Holds most size cookery books
including heavy ones and also fits
an iPad on it with room for cable.

Sophie Conran white ceramic
salad bowls. Box of three. John
Lewis, £20-£36.50
Beautiful classy simple swirling
white bowls! For anything from
vegetables to crisps. Choose the
rutted ones!
http://www.johnlewis.com/sophieconran-for-portmeirion-saladbowls-white/p22842
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Notes on music
Naomi Riviere on how to inspire a love of
music in your kids...
How do you inspire children
to love music? How intrinsic is
musical talent? Who is eligible
for music lessons and how do you
choose the right instrument for
your child? To what extent should
you insist on such a passion?

How do you inspire children to love
music?
Somewhere amongst my relations
I had an aunt Daisy who was a
concert pianist. Still, whether
that was an exaggerated way of
saying that she played in the local
church who knows. My maternal
grandmother was a professional
painter and both my paternal aunts
went to art school. One of my great
aunts was an actress. You could say
in that case that in such a family
there is a clear tendency in the
genes towards the arts but both of
my grandfathers were engineers
and my father was an accountant!
Am I (really really) illogical and
bad at maths and sciences because
nobody encouraged me in that field
or am I simply not at all good at it
because I have few mathematical
genes?! I believe very strongly that
it was my mother who made me
pursue a career in music. When
I was about six she took me to an
orchestral concert: “You can play
any instrument you like” she said.
Rather overwhelmed by choice I
was however wooed by the sonority
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and friendly almost human form
of the 'cello. From then on she
took me to incredible concerts with
world-renowned musicians. I grew
up in Oxford and many musician's
tours included the university
town. At an impressionable age
it is very easy to instill a respect
for musicians and music. One of
my earliest memories is of mum
suddenly turning up the volume
of the kitchen radio and dancing
around the kitchen table to La
Traviata saying: “Dance, dance,”
flour still on her apron, wooden
spoon still in hand! That sort of
parental love of music is infectious.
A lot depends on environment.
Who is eligible for music lessons and
to what extent should you insist on a
passion for music?
Anyone can learn an instrument in
theory but in practice music lessons
are expensive and not everybody
can afford lessons. You need to be
inventive. Make the most of any
opportunity to learn one whether
it is the offer of a musical relative
or an uncle or aunt who can strum
away at a guitar or the chance
to learn an instrument at school
for a cut fee. You will know very
quickly if you have a true talent
to nurture but be careful: a child
senses failure early and it can be
totally detrimental to a child's selfesteem if they are constantly failing

auditions. Pace them carefully
thinking of their needs and not
yours. Of course any discipline is an
important way to foster respect, a
good sense of self et cetera but only
if it is sensitively handled.
The most important thing that you
can do to allow a child to enjoy
music is to make it fun and to expose
your children to it.
Human beings are naturally drawn
to music and you can access it
through free church concerts,
festivals in the park, school
concerts, village fêtes...even CDs
inspire. My sons have heard me
play the 'cello only a handful of
times but there is always music
playing in the house. My eldest
son is four and he really does not
seem to like classical music as
much as his two year old brother
does. The only way I can get him
to listen to it is to make it into
something he can relate to. This
of course is essentially what music
classes for infants aim to do and
is the only way to interest most
young children. A symphony can
be a steam train, piano pieces by
composers such as Chopin can be
stars falling (he did write a “rain
drop prelude”)! Beethoven's fifth
is a storm. I dance with my sons
in accordance to the sounds we
hear. For quiet pieces we make
ourselves small, we flap like birds,
butterflies and I pick out pieces
such as “The Wasps” by Vaughan
Williams as they really do sound
like the buzzing insects! Dalcroze
eurhythmics works with this
concept. It encourages the person
to feel the music through bodily
movements. My youngest child is
very interested in every genre of
music, he dances to every CD or
LP I put on and taps in rhythm in a
way which is usually quite accurate.
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He sings all the time and takes
more interest in musical groups
than my eldest ever did who is very
good at puzzles and constructing
things. It would be tempting
to stream such children totally
unconsciously into the domains
they themselves seem to have
chosen and how many times have I
heard the phrase:
“...isn't Arthur like his father: so
logical”! (His father is an engineer).
I think that is the last thing one
should do with small children, to
label them, so think outside the
box. Your child may lean toward
one discipline very early on but
later be very talented in another.
Music benefits all children.
How do you choose an instrument
for your child?
Choose according not only to
budget (bear in mind instrument
repairs and the cost of things like
strings which snap often) but also
according to what you yourself can
bear to listen to day after day! The
violin can make painful listening at
first but the 'cello is the instrument
the closest to the human voice so
possibly less grating to a certain
extent. You may not have the choice
however. If you are offered violin
lessons do not turn them down! Be
aware however that your child may
not want to learn an instrument
at all in which case do not force
him / her. The harp is difficult
to transport, a piano is a natural
beginning but ask yourself if you
can afford one (there are very good
electronic keyboards if not but they
are not in the same calibre). The
piano is also socially potentially
rather isolating should you imagine
your child one day in a local
orchestra. It is however the basis of
all music and most music college
students began on one.
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My advice for young children:
For 0-2 year olds: buy (or make)!
various shakers, instruments like
tambourines and triangles, gongs.
Naturally you will point out bird
song, water running over rocks.
That at this age is enough. Leave
any instruments you make or buy
in a designated music box and
allow the children to explore them
freely at will. Take your child to
music classes where you can sing
or dance together in groups and
discover different instruments but
stop going if he does not seem
to enjoy them. Listen to as much
music as possible, vary the genres
as much as you can (libraries are
great sources for CDs). Take your
child to open air concerts where he
can have a tantrum, dance, sing or
play near the music but in a place
where you do not have to say Ssssh
all the time!
For 2-4 year olds: as above but
try and take your child to a real
concert in a church for example. Sit
near the door so you can leave if he
starts talking too much and take a
book for him to flick through if you

want to stay for a little longer. Leave
if he gets bored and do not make a
big deal about it.
Listen to plenty of music. Start
to introduce him to musical
instruments by using their names
and ask him what music he likes.
For 4-6 year olds: Your child is
able to sit still for longer (according
to their character). Try and take
them to classical concerts for
longer and if you are able to play an
instrument, start to introduce them
to it. If your instrument is fragile
and precious think about buying a
cheaper child version that you do
not mind them playing alongside
you. It is good to impress on a
child the delicacy of a beautiful
instrument but if they can not play
it they will quickly get frustrated.
Your child is old enough to start
piano lessons from around the age
of six but make sure you do not
bully them into having them! If it
is not a game and is not something
done with pleasure they will lose
interest and it risks putting them off
music for life. •
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Feature cont...

And finally...

Music to listen to with your children (2 years +):
Symphony number five in C minor 							
Thunder storms!

Beethoven

“The Wasps” Fly around!							
							

Vaughan Williams

“Ma Vlast” (meaning “my home town”)						
Smetana
(music composed to illustrate the river Vltava 					
beginning its course as two streams and once as a whole
flowing towards Prague)
Imagine you pass forests of wolves en route, prairies of butterflies...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M%C3%A1_vlast									
				
Carnival of the animals								Saint Saens

From the mouths of babes...
Florence

My daughter makes me laugh at
the moment...
“Florence is always saying 'yeah'
over and over again... which is fine
because we're British....
but also .. 'ich' .......! Is that not
German ?! where has she got that
from”!
Lisa Allen

Arthur

Peter and the Wolf									
(Get the version by the BBC narrated by David Attenborough)			
Prokofiev
Piano Concerto No 1 in E minor, Op.11, second movement				
(Fairies, raindrops...very soothing music pre bed time).

Chopin

“Zadok the Priest” from the Coronation Anthems					
Good version is Choir of King's College, Cambridge with
The Academy of Ancient Music, Stephen Cleobury
EMI CLASSICS.
(A train coming down a track for the string introduction)

G.F Handel

Me to my son Arthur, four: Arthur, show your
toy dinosaur his friends in your dinosaur book.
He'll love it!
Arthur: Look it's a book about your friends. They
ALL died.
Arthur: "Thank you Mummy" (as I gave
him a new sheet of stickers to do).
"You've been so useful today"...
Naomi Rivière

Any variety of jazz, world music or pop that you can get from the local library or mediathèque.
There are some wonderful albums specifically aimed at children.
Here are some, (French and English):
The Wheels on the Bus								BBC 				
									AUDIOBOOKS
Incy Wincy Spider
Comptines pour jeux des doigts							Editions MILAN
Comptines et chansons du Papagaio							Didier Jeunesse

Didier Jeunesse

Also, at the beginning of the most recent 'holiday', she said: "I like to
ride airplanes and holidays are when you fly somewhere, where are we
going?" She wasn't satisfied when I said the grandparents were coming
on the airplane to visit us”.
Laura Fox

Spring 2013 TOT S

TOT S Spring 2013

(Le Brésil et le Portugal en 30 comptines)
Les plus belles berceuses du monde							

When we go away on a trip or there is a long school break, we have
always called it a vacation (after all my husband, I and all our family are
American), even in French it is 'vacances'. However, my three-year-old
daughter says "I hate vacation! I don't want to go on vacation! I want to
go on holiday!!"

Chloe

(23 berceuses du Mali au Japon)
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Baby Massage classes
Discover the pleasures and benefits of massaging your baby, (instructor trained
with International Association of Infant massage). Also member of AFMBFrench equivalent.
Learn how to massage your baby in a relaxed, baby- friendly environment.
Choose from a small group (max 5) or individual sessions. Five-week course,
oil and printed handouts provided.
Bookings now being taken for January 2013
For more details contact: Linda Bonnan
Tel: 06 62 39 84 12

Testimonial from Julie, mum of Gabriella, 4 months.
They completed massage workshops with me, in June 2012
“Baby massage is a precious opportunity to bond and communicate
with your baby. We would strongly recommend it!”

JACK IN THE BOX

for English speaking children in Toulouse

JACK IN THE BOX

Keeping busy mums organised in style

for English speaking children in Toulouse

From keeping up with family appointments
to planning meals and managing budgets,
practical home stationery for everyday life.

Are your children English speakers?
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Get ahead of the game and be prepared for the new school
year by pre-ordering your 2014 diary or calendar, running
from Sept’13 to Dec’14, available late June / early July!
Contact Tara Knight on 06 73 61 56 20 or by email:
taraintoulouse@gmail.com to request a brochure or come
and see me at the Spring Fair in Fonsorbes on 6th April.

Wellness center
’s team is at
your disposal all year long
for :

Our beauty parlor is your Dr.Hauschka®

Shop with
personal advice
We are at your disposal
• To give you the principles of healthy eating
• To help you when facing food intolerances.
• To choose the best phyto* products to answer
your daily heath worries.
*dietary supplement plant based

What make us unique :
• A motivated staff highly competent qualiﬁed
• A large choice of suppliers chosen on their
professionalism and their appreciable value for
money
• Our emphasis given to the artisanal products
and/or to locals when available.

Our originality :
• A welcoming and warming place, in a 30’s style
building.
• A well stocked bookstore — and a reading corner
for you to relax and feel at ease !
• Our little extra : space dedicated to children,
with books and games available, to make your
purchases in all tranquility !

cosmetics partner in Tarn & Garonne.

- Dr.Hauschka® Facial care :
More than simple treatments, truly relaxing moments.
We use osmosed and energized water ; the use of hot and
cold wrappings boosts the bloodstream. Dr.Hauschka®
cosmetic products, speciﬁc to each type of skin, allows
you to regain purity and skin radiance.
5 different treatments, 1 to 2 hours long

- Wellness massages :
*
*
*
*
*
*

With hot stones
Hawaiian
Ayurvedic
Balinese
Relaxing with essential oils
With bamboos

- Body care :
* Dead Sea salt scrubs
* Dead Sea mud wrapping
* Clays wrapping and draining massage

- Sugar depilations
- Hand & foot beauty
- Self make up session
Ask for
complete documentation at the Institute!

• Dietetic personal advices (1st session 1h30)
Chantal ROUARD

45 €

• Foot reﬂexology (duration : 1h00)
Sylviane LUTZ

40 €

And our therapists :
Individual session :
Magnetic healing

Erickson Mesmerizing & NLP Bernadette

06.61.53.59.49
06.76.04.70.18

Soma-kinèse
Kinesiology

Nien-Mari

06.33.22.05.67
06.45.41.56.41

Reiki
Ayurveda

Dominique

Shiatsu

«À la source»

Fabrice

Arnaud
Patricia
Anie
Isabelle

06.17.20.06.04
06.27.27.38.65
06.95.00.57.07
06.14.04.13.08

capillary treatment

Capillary diagnostic and clay treatments, essential
oils and vegetal dyeing, certiﬁed 100% natural.
(only with appointment)
Isabelle
06.14.04.13.08

Body care

Facial care

• «Life care»

More than simple treatments, truly relaxing
moments.

Detoxiﬁes and re-oxygenates tissues thanks to an
indigo and red clays based wrapping, followed by a
relaxing massage for a physical and psychic relief!

We use osmosed and energized water ; the use of hot
and cold wrappings boosts the bloodstream.
Dr.Hauschka® cosmetic products, speciﬁc to each type
of skin, allow you to regain purity and skin
radiance.

• «Moonlight care»

• Ayurvedic massage

• Speciﬁc for impure skin

1h15

63 €

Cleans up all skins subject to inﬂammation.

• Harmonizing

1h15

63 €

Stimulates and regulates cutaneous functions.

• Revitalizing

1h30

78 €

1h30

2h00 85€

Helps the feminine harmony thanks to pink and blue
clays that regulate cycles and interiority. The wrapping
is followed by a lymphatic drainage in order to recover
a lightness sensation!

Massages

• «I need a break»
1h00
50 €
A cleaning and rehydrating treatment for a new
fresh radiance!

2h00 85€

65 €

Traditional on the ﬂoor indian massage with warm oil ;
strong and tonic movements that revive the energetic
body circulation.

• Hawaiian massage

1h15

65 €

Cocooning and relaxing massage with coco and
ylang-ylang oils ; movements that remind of the Ocean
waves.

Wakes up tired skins and fades up small wrinkles.

• «A blissful feeling»

2h00

104 €

Gives a regenerating impulsion to the skin and the
organism ; a holistic care for a total letting go of
emotions!

• Balinese massage

1h00

56 €

Muscular and articular relaxation thanks to pressures
and stretches.

• Back oriental care
• Relaxing massage with

1h00

56 €

essential oils

1h00 60€

Includes a black soap scrub, an oriental
balm massage, followed by a rhassoul wrapping.

Release of muscular tensions from tiptoes to scalp ; oils
are chosen according to your needs.

• Dead Sea salt scrub
• Californian massage

45‘

40 €

Gentle ﬂuid wrapping movements for a physical and
psychologic relaxation.

Cleans deeply the skin ; followed by a re-hydrating
massage for a velvet skin.

• Manual Roll&Palpate

Don’t forget to offer
a gift voucher !

1h00 60€

40‘

45€

Energizing maneuvers that help toning the skin and
reduce cellulite.

GROWING READERS

YOGA IYENGAR
Class in English-French in BRAX (31)
Love reading? Do you want to encourage your children to read?
Then Growing Readers is for you!
Providing the best English children’s books at unbeatable prices. No need to buy
online or carry heavy books back from the UK. The books can come to you and you
can browse at your leisure!
HOW?
- Host a book party and get free books for your family
- Join our mailing list and we’ll tell you when we’ll have a stall at a local event
- Don’t miss out on special offers and topical books for Easter and Summer
Buggy books, bath books, touchy feely, young reading, maths, art, language titles,
you name it, Growing Readers has it!
For more info contact Helen Saks 06 40 19 34
45 /helensaks.usbornebooks@gmail.com or browse the entire catalogue of 1800
books at www.usborneonline.org/helensaks

Thursdays from 2:00 to 3:30 PM
BKS Iyengar method is based on strength and power development thanks to the
awareness of body dynamism.
Precise alignment and adjustment of postures lead to the connection of all parts of
the body and from the body to the mind.
Iyengar Yoga can be practiced by everyone. The use of self designed props helps the
practitioner to achieve perfection in all the postures without damaging the body.
Specific care for women and adapted to specific needs for every age-group
Contact: Sylvie Teulé, 06 74 39 32 05 for further details.

HELP! Need to hear a friendly unjudgemental voice?
Are you feeling blue about your children’s behaviour?
Did someone say something that made you doubt your ability as a
parent?
Is your husband driving you mad?
Do you have a question you do not want to ask anyone you know?
Do you want to hear a friendly voice or read a friendly reply without
judgment?
Family lives is for you! Email or telephone one of our volunteers.
http://familylives.org.uk/ for more information.

Thinking about purchasing a property in France?
Wondering how a French mortgage works?
Already have a French mortgage but want to know if you are on the best rate?
Don’t know which Banque has the best rates?
At ICC Finance we search for the best rates and conditions for all of your mortgage
needs from all major lenders and Banques in France. Paperwork can be arranged in
French, English, Spanish, German and Italian.

We do not charge a broker fee
Our team consists of
English and French speaking - Paulette Booth (member of Tots and Co): 06 49 24 91 12
French, Spanish and English speaking - Hugo Cariat : 06 42 48 50 89
Email - contact@icc-finance.fr

ICC FINANCE

8 avenue Jean Mermoz 31770 COLOMIERS
SARL au capital de 7 500€ - RCS Toulouse 534 145 933

TOULOUSE OLYMPIQUE XIII
107, Avenue Frédéric Estèbe
31200 Toulouse
METRO : (ligne B) STATION Barrière de Paris
Phone : (33) 05 61 57 80 00 / Fax : (33) 05 62 72 24 67
Website : www.to13.com

Toulouse Olympique XIII (Rugby League Club):
-

Season: 10 games with places for seating or standing (For tickets, book
online on our Website).

-

Competition: We play in French Elite One and English Northern Rail
Cup and Challenge Cup…

-

A sense of FAMILY: Coaching opportunities for Children and Schools…

Come and give us a TRY!




















FRUSTRATED
with French Paint!
The Best of British
PAINT IN FRANCE

FREE DELIVERY TO PICK UP POINTS
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